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ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN THIS 
POWERPOINT

• Included in this PowerPoint are a selection of comprehension activities in the style that we would usually use in school. There are enough 

activities for 1 week (5 days) of learning if you wish to use them. All activities can be completed in your child’s exercise book. Activities can 

be completed with or without adult support.   

• Each activity is based on some of the following reading skills:

Decode: Give / explain the meaning of words in context.

Retrieve: Retrieve and record information / identify key details from fiction and non-fiction

Summarise: Summarise main ideas from more than one paragraph

Infer: Make inferences from the text / explain and justify inferences with evidence from the text

Predict: Predict what might happen from details stated and implied

Meaning: Identify / explain how information /narrative content is related and contributes to meaning as a whole

Language: Identify / explain how a meaning is enhanced through choice of words and phrases

Compare: Make comparisons within the text



ACTIVITY ONE

Look at the picture taken from the picture book ‘Gorilla’ and answer the following questions. Use a dictionary online

or ask an adult to discuss any words you’re unsure of.



ACTIVITY ONE - ANSWERS

Look at the picture taken from the picture book ‘Gorilla’ and answer the following questions. Use a dictionary online

or ask an adult to discuss any words you’re unsure of.

1. Ignored means refused to 

acknowledge or notice 

something,

2. There are 6 items on the 

kitchen table.

3. I think Hannah’s father is 

quite stern.  He doesn’t 

seem very loving.

4. I think the colour blue has 

been chosen to show the 

emotions of the father in the 

picture.  The blue colour 

shows he is quite cold 

towards his daughter.



ACTIVITY TWO
Read the poem below by  Allan Ahlberg, the author of so many children’s stories, then answer the following 

questions. Use a dictionary online or ask an adult to discuss any words you’re unsure of.



ACTIVITY TWO-ANSWERS
Read the poem below by  Allan Ahlberg, the author of so many children’s stories, then answer the following 

questions. Use a dictionary online or ask an adult to discuss any words you’re unsure of.

1. Complain means to show 

that you are annoyed or 

dissatisfied with something.

2. The pet mentioned in the 

poem is a guinea pig.

3. I think the supply teacher 

feels annoyed as the class are 

doing what they want to do 

and are not following the 

rules.

4. He has written some words 

in capital letters to 

emphasise the word.



ACTIVITY THREE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6b03jWW70kc

Watch the following video about Usain bolt. Watch carefully then answer the following questions. Use a 

dictionary online or ask an adult to discuss any words you’re unsure of.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6b03jWW70kc


Activity Four

https://en.fictionexpress.com/book/mystery-museum/

For this activity you will need to log into your fiction express account and follow the link below.  This will take you to the

book Mystery Museum- By Alan Durant.

You will need to read CHAPTER 1 ONLY then complete the task 

on the next slide in your exercise book.

https://en.fictionexpress.com/book/mystery-museum/


Chapter 1 task

The Montague Museum of Natural History and Curiosities is a place full of intriguing exhibits and displays and, of 

course, the mysterious figure of Montague himself. Read the descriptions the author has included in the first chapter 

of this story to help you use noun phrases in your own writing.  A noun phrase is a group of words that has at least 

one noun in it, as well as describing words (adjectives). A fierce red dragon with sharp claws is an example of a noun 

phrase.



Activity Five

https://en.fictionexpress.com/book/mystery-museum/

For this activity you will need to log into your fiction express account and follow the link below.  This will take you to the

book Mystery Museum- By Alan Durant.

You will need to read CHAPTER 2 ONLY then complete the task 

on the next slide in your exercise book.

https://en.fictionexpress.com/book/mystery-museum/


Chapter 2 task

.

Use a similar lay out to retell chapter 2 as a cartoon

strip. Add direct speech using speech bubbles to 

each drawing.



• If you would like more resources, we would recommend that you continue to access fiction express and other 

suggested websites that contain books and reading activities that were suggested in the last pack. We have listed 

these websites again below for your information. Reading with/to your child is also recommended. 

• https://en.fictionexpress.com/

• https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11-years/reading

https://worldbook.kitaboo.com/reader/worldbook/index.html?usertoken=Mjk5MzQ6MTpJUjA5MjAxNjoyOmNsaWVu

dDE2OTc6MTY5NzoyMjE2Mjg4OjE6MTU4NDM4MDExMzA2Mjp1cw==

• https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home

• http://oareadathon.ctml2.com/oa_readathonlz//lz.aspx?p1=MMcDU1MDMwMTFTMTcxMToyMUM4MTg4MTY2Q0F

CQkVBODU3NTkzMTNDQTI4MDQ3Mw==-&CC=&p=0

https://en.fictionexpress.com/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11-years/reading
https://worldbook.kitaboo.com/reader/worldbook/index.html?usertoken=Mjk5MzQ6MTpJUjA5MjAxNjoyOmNsaWVudDE2OTc6MTY5NzoyMjE2Mjg4OjE6MTU4NDM4MDExMzA2Mjp1cw==
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home
http://oareadathon.ctml2.com/oa_readathonlz/lz.aspx?p1=MMcDU1MDMwMTFTMTcxMToyMUM4MTg4MTY2Q0FCQkVBODU3NTkzMTNDQTI4MDQ3Mw==-&CC=&p=0

